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COLLEGE OF HEALTH ' AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
1990-1991 Annual Report

Dr. Belinda R. McCarthy, Dean

Introduction
As a new college, Health and Public Affairs has much to do to
define and communicate it mission and objectives.
This process
should recognize what is unique about the college, while at the
same time facilitating the integration of college programs into the
rest of the university.
It should emphasize the special roles
various departments play in the Central Florida region, while
communicating their place within the academic disciplines
nationwide.
Although this effort will expand significantly over the coming
years, two steps were taken in this direction during 19901991.

College Name
The College of Health and Public Affairs began 1990-1991 as the
College of Health and Professional Studies.
As a generic label,
"professional studies" failed to reflect the public policy and
service focus of the programs within the college.
After much
consultation within the college and within the community, and an
assessment of the labels employed elsewhere in academia and within
the SUS system, the decision was made to change the name. The new
designation, "Public Affairs," reflects the significant public
interest role of the non-health programs in the college.
Strategic Planning
The second area in which role and mission definition occurred is in
the area of university strategic planning.
The departments in
Health and Public Affairs revised their program audits to
facilitate committee assessment during the program review stage of
strategic planning. The dean and chairpersons in Health and Public
Affairs discussed the program reviews extensively and submitted
additional information and analysis where appropriate. There was
considerable discussion . within these same ranks regarding the
emerging definition of UCF mission and goals and the perception .of
the College in regard to these.
These discussions and the memoranda submitted to the Strategic
Planning Committee were extremely useful within the college, and
hopefully within the larger university as well.
They served to
emphasize the policy and professional
interests that all
departments in the college s~are and the college's commitment to
the UCF as a metropolitan research university.
.·
This commitment is multidimensional.
Health and Public Affairs
sees itself as benefitting from the urban "laboratory" in which it
resides. While opportunities for study and research in tourism and
hospitality may be the best in the country, the health industry and
1

government agencies also
collaborative efforts.

provide

excellent

opportunities

for

The metropolitan area provides many opportunities to enhance the
curriculum through the integration of community leaders and local
facilities and ·programs into instructional efforts.
These
opportunities will be exponentially increased when the university
develops the planned "downtown UCF presence"
off ices and
classrooms in the center of Orlando.
This expansion into the
heart of Orlando is an integral part of the Health and Public
Affairs education, research and community relations plan.
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
New Programs
variety of academic initiatives were undertaken or continued
during
1990-1991.
These
include
six proposals
for
new
instructional programs.
Two program proposals were submitted ·to
the Board of Regents for implementation - the B.S. in Health
Services and the Master's degree in Social Work - and two proposals
were submitted for feasibility/planning
- a B.S. in Physical
Therapy and an M.S.in Tourism.
Preparation of a proposal for an
M. s.
in Nursing began in 1991 and the department of Criminal
Justice made preliminary eff arts toward the development of a
graduate program in that field.
A

In addition, the Institute of Government, which had been previously
housed in the College of Extended Studies, came under the
supervision of the department of Public Administration.
Planning
was also initiated in the College for the development of a Center
for the Study of Ethics in Health Care and Public Service.
B.S. In Health Services Administration. The B.S. in Health
Services Administration provides opportunities for students to
prepare for careers in health care administration.
The program
proposal specifies two educational tracks.
Many of the students entering the program will already possess an
A.S. degree in Health Sciences, and will be using the Health
services Administration degree to provide greater career mobility.
These "articulation" students will be pursuing careers in
administration and management, medical laboratory technology,
gerontology and health sciences education. Other students will be
pursuing the Long Term Health care Administration option, developed
to meet the Florida Board of Nursing Home Administrators'
guidelines.
These program options build upon the existing resources of the
Department of Health Sciences, especially those already directed
2

toward the development of the new centralized curriculum in the
department.
The proposal is unique in that it requires no new
faculty and limited additions to the curriculum for implementation.
The proposal for implementation of the B.S.H.S. was submitted to
the Board of Regents in January, 1991.
It was approved for
implementation in Fall 1991.
Master in Social Work. The proposal to implement the Master's
degree
in Social Work recognizes the severe shortage of
professional social workers in the Central Florida region.
The
community has been advocating a UCF MSW for many years as an
alternative to the existing FSU extension program currently offered
in Orlando.
At present there are over 200 students on a waiting
list for entry into the UCF MSW.

The advantages of a local program are considerable.
Student~
attending UCF are able to use library and computer resources and
make use of special instructional labs designed for interview and
small qroup sessions. More importantly, a local program provides
a standing faculty available to assist students inside and outside
the classroom - integrating fi~ld placements with instruction,
research and community service.
The M.S.W. proposal was written with the assistance of an active
advisory group.
The rigorous requirements for MSW accreditation
posed additional demands for the preparation and development of the
proposal; these requirements not only specify necessary facultystudent ratios but a minimum faculty size as well.
The feasibility/planning document for the MSW was approved by the
BOR in 1989-1990.
The implementation proposal was submitted and
then withdrawn by UCF from the June 1991 BOR agenda, due to the
statewide budget crisis.
Further delay of implementation will have a dramatic effect on
social work education in Central Florida for the rest of the
decade.
Florida State University will begin its next three year
cycle of courses in the Fall of 1991, and initiate a fifth cycle of
classes in 1994 unless UCF is ready to offer competing coursework.
Because MSW accreditation guidelines require a full time MSW
program to have been implemented for two years before coursework
can be offered on an evening part time basis, UCF must implement
the MSW in Fall 1992 if it is to be competitive with FSU in 1994.
Failure to do so will result in a continuation of the FSU presence
until 1997.
B.S. in Physical Therapy.
The B.S. in Physical Therapy is
designed to fill an acute need for physical therapists in Central
Florida, a need echoed across the state and the nation. The demand
for physical therapists in the Central Florida area is well
documented, with many hospitals paying up to $15,000 per PT
3

recruited, suffering repeated turnover among PT ranks, and often
being forced to rely upon expensive temporary services to maintain
the necessary level of service.
At present there are approximately 400 qualified applicants for
every available slot in physical therapy programs in the state,
farcing many potential students to leave the state or choose
another field.
The demand for physical therapy education is well
documented within UCF as well. More than 100 contacts are made per
month by persons interested in studying physical therapy at UCF.
The preceding factors led to the development of the proposal for
a B.S. in Physical Therapy.
This proposal was written by an
extremely dedicated an~ hard working UCF-community task force with
representation
from
area
hospitals,
clinics
and
physical
therapists.
Despite severe budget problems within the state, the proposal was
favorably reviewed by the BOR in June, 1991. This approval was due
in large part to the success of a fund-raising campaign emphasizing
university-community partnership.
This effort, developed and
executed by the college, has yielded commitments of approximately
$500,000 to support the start-up of the program.
M.S. in Tourism.
The need for graduate education in the
field of Tourism has been well established.
Florida's Commission
on Economic Growth and International Development decried the
absence of a "university level interdisciplinary tourism education
program fully embracing all of the subject areas of tourism.
Despite Florida's dependence on tourism for: jobs and tax revenue,
no specific program provides the industry with professional
managers and executives ... "
The Central Florida location is obviously the ideal site in which
to place an M. s. in Tourism.
The opportunities for study and
research are greater here than in any other location in the
country. Industry support for the program is significant. There is
already one endowed chair in the department of Hospitality
Management and there are excellent prospects for additional
endowments.
The
field
of tourism is expanding exponentially with the
internationalizing of all areas of human endeavor.
With only a
handful of graduate level programs in tourism in the United States,
there is an excellent opportunity for UCF to become a national and
international leader in the fields of hospitality and tourism.
Unfortunately, the current budget crisis has stalled the effort to
develop this program. The proposal is expected to be reviewed by
the new department chairperson in Hospitality Management for
further action in the Fall of 1992.
4

Institute of Government
The UCF-Institute of Government (IOG) is funded annually by a
$60,000 grant from the state. The mission of the Institute is to
provide training to local government. The Institute' s direction is
guided by a Steering Committee composed of local government
officials.
In 1990-1991, the UCF IOG hired all new staff, bringing to the
university the personnel who had previously worked at the Valencia
Community College (VCC) IOG.
These individuals, under the
leadership of IOG Director Marilyn Crotty, had built a solid
reputation for the vet program as one of the most effective and
innovative of the program's funded in the state. That reputation
smoothly transferred to the UCF IOG.
At present, the UCF IOG frequently serves as a pilot for programs
under consideration at the state level. It also provides a variety
of programs offered at no other sites, such as the cooperative
venture with Harvard's Kennedy School of Government.·
The movement
of the
IOG
into the department of Public
Administration is expected to build upon the Institute's current
agenda and enhance both · on-campus academic and continuing education
efforts. The department of Public Administration is now under the
new leadership of Dr. Robert Denhardt, a leading scholar and
administrator in Public Administration. The Master's in Public
Administration program currently serves almost 300 graduate
students.
The program is the major source of professional
preparation for public sector administrators and managers in the
Central Florida region.
The integration of the IOG into the academic program will provide
new opportunities for administrative and management training for
the public sector, as well as providing additional input from the
community into the department's program development efforts.
Research efforts as well as the department's service agenda should
be significantly enhanced by the incorporation of the IOG into the
academic program.
Center for the study of Ethics in Health care and Public Service
The College of Health and Public Affairs is undertaking the
development of a Center for the Study of Ethics in Health care and
Public Service. An overview of the project as cur~ently proposed
appears below.
The general mission of the center is to promote ethics research,
education and training in health care and public service.
This
mission recognizes the moral dimension of policy development and
implementation, of organizational decision-making and individual
6

behavior.
The objective of the center is to promote greater
awareness of this dimension in the health and public service fields
and to enhance the ability of professionals at all levels to assess
and respond appropriately to ethical dilemmas.
The programs participating in the center will include, but are not
limited to, the health disciplines of nursing, health services
administration and health sciences and the public service fields of
public administration, legal studies, criminal justice and social
work. The center will promote the examination of ethical issues at
the policy, organizational and professional levels.
The educational agenda of the center addresses the needs of both
pre-service and in-service professionals with line responsibilities
and the needs of dec_ision-makers and administrators. This is
accomplished through fhe development and dissemination of model
curriculum and instructional methods for the education of
undergraduate and graduate students in health and public service
fields, and the development of continuing education for in-service
professionals.
The research agenda will examine the impact of
ethics-related policy and education on the conduct of professionals
and organizational decision-making.
The structure of the center provides unique opportunities for
interdisciplinary work. An examination of the ethical challenges to
health care professionals in correctional institutions and in
indigent care settings, for example, would benefit from the health
disciplines as well as criminal justice and social work.
The College of Health and Public Affairs and the Central Florida
environment provides an especially appropriate setting for the
center.
Tpe health care and public service fields are large and
diversified in the region. The college has established strong ties
to the community through its educational and research efforts, and
thus is well positioned to provide special benefits to- the service
area while utilizing the local setting as a "laboratory" for
education and research in ethics.
The state of Florida is also uniquely positioned to support a
Center for Ethics.
At present the state supports an Ethics
Commission and extensive continuing education efforts for public
officials through the Florida Institute of Government
STUDENT AFFAIRS

Prior to 1990-1991, there was no College-wide academic advising in
Health and Public Affairs and no effort to systematically track
course offerings and enrollment patterns. Departments engaged in .
these activities to varying degrees based on the resources they had
available and the level of departmental interest.
As one might ·
expect, there was considerable inconsistency in the quality and
7

quantity of services offered.
It was also impossible to oversee
the impact of OPS funds on the college-wide level of instruction.
In 1990-1991, a new associate dean line was added to the col~ege.
Dr. Wendell Lawther was appointed the College's first Associate
Dean for Academic and Student Affairs. At about the same time, a
grant-funded line was made available for the appointment of the
College's first Academic Advisor, Ms. Debbie Phillis.
The Health and Public Affairs Academic Advising Office now performs
the following tasks:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

Responds to problems/questions from students and faculty,
especially those concerning the GED program;
Responds to inquiries concerning new programs;
Reviews SASS audits and corrects them as needed;
Provides o~ientation for freshmen and AA transfer
students;
Provides registration services for those students who
request them;
Certifies students for graduation;
Processes requests to waive university policies;
Monitors and approves change of ,grade requests;
Processes course schedules and room assignments;
Processes all student evaluations;
Rectifies faculty and adjunct assignments with course
schedules;
Collects and reviews academic assignment forms;
Listens and responds to student complaints:
Reviews change of catalog copy for both graduate and
undergraduate catalogs.

It is noteworthy that the Associate Dean and Academic Advisor and
the preceding tasks were added to the Health and Public affairs
Dean's office with no additional USPS support.
al~

Enrollment Management
Table 1 represents ·the first attempt to review HPA enrollments in
a systematic fashion.
Beginning this fall, enrollments will be
tracked and adjustments made to OPS budgets (when possible) to
reflect student demand.
As present, it appears that:
Molecular and Microbiology enrollments are developing as
projected after the inception of the new department.
The
department now has slightly over 100 folders for undergraduate ..
students transferring into the new major. Graduate enrollments, ~
however, must increase through the addition of high quality
students if the program is to be viable.
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Heal th Sciences departmental FTE are satisfactory, due to
development of a centralized curriculum and service courses. There
is a continuing need to development enrollments in some of the
smaller health science programs. Graduate enrollments are ~xpected
to increase; during 1991-1992 a new program director will be hired
in the area of ·Health Services Administration to initiate program
development activities.
Nursing majors are steadily increasing. If UCF patterns
follow national trends
there are indications that college
freshmen are increasingly selecting Nursing as a career - the
program has a healthy future.
Communicative Disorders continues to demonstrate the
second highest FTE per faculty in the college.
This is achieved
through a combin.ation of large introductory sections that are
heavily enrolled · by non-majors as well as majors, significant
curriculum requirements for clinic supervision hours {staffed by
adjunct faculty), extensive service offerings in American Sign
Language, and a healthy full time graduate program.
Hospitality Management, Criminal Justice and Legal
Studies are the College's largest programs, each with approximately
JOO majors and 5000-6000 FTE.
Legal studies appears headed for an
unhealthy imbalance between full time faculty and adjuncts, who are
increasingly called upon to teach the upper division courses in the
department.
Public Administration enrollments continue to grow.
current enrollments at the graduate level are insupportable at the
present level of faculty and as such will serve as a barrier to
accreditation until this problem can be addressed.
Social Work enrollments are growing at a slow but steady
pace.
It is clear, however, that the MSW is the professional
degree in this field.
Efforts are being made by the Social Work
department to schedule coursework at the "downtown campus" as soon
as space is available.
Cultural Diversity
The College of Health and Public Affairs undertook a number of
efforts in 1990-1991 to promote the recruiting and retention of
minority students. The $3700 allocation from the BOR was used to
establish a mentoring program for minority students experiencing
academic difficulty. The program mentors, Nydia Rodriguez and Anna
Wilson, students in Molecular and Microbiology and Social Work
respectively, have been surveying minority students in the college
to determine the factors that lead to academic difficulty.
At present, it appears that many of these students are experiencing
financial difficulty, which requires them to seek additional
employment. This is coupled with a lack of awareness of university
programs to assist students in need. The mentors are now working
to ensure that the students they serve are aware of and able to
benefit from all UCF services.
9

In addition, the college participated in the "Career Exploration"
for Academic Enrichment Program (AEP) students. Drs. Henry Melton,
David Washington and Bonnie Parker provided career information to
the AEP students.
In addition. Dr. Melton presented . three "mock
classes" to the students in an effort to simulate the college
environment.
Dr. Wendell Lawther participated in the 1991 College Reachout
program's
"Bridges to Success" program.
This program is
coordinated for the college by Dr. Bobbie Primus.
~ACULTY

AFFAIRS AND GOVERNANCE

University Faculty Senate
In 1989-1990, the College voted to remove itself from University
Faculty Senate participation. That decision was reviewed and
rescinded in 1990-1991.
·
Faculty Affairs Committee
The Faculty Affairs Committee was established in 1990-1991 to
advise the dean and department chairpersons regarding matters of
policy.
This year the committee was asked to review department
merit criteria and make recommendations for the five year
evaluation of department chairpersons.
The report on merit criteria found significant diversity among the
various departments and recommended that departments review their
proposed criteria according to those elements found consistently in
most merit guidelines.
In addition, the need to reflect tenure
criteria in merit guidelines was emphasized. This matter will be
discussed at the college chairs' retreat and returned to the
departments in the fall.
recommendations for the five-year evaluation of department
chairpersons were the product of a review of draft procedures
prepared
by a
subcommittee of department chairs.
These
recommendations are being reviewed by the dean for implementation
in 1991-1992.

The

Cultural Diversity Committee
The Cultural Diversity Committee was created in 1990-1991 and
charged with the task of reviewing the final report of the SEEED
project and making recommendations for future action. Their report -.
identified the following goals for cultural diversity activities,
which will be reviewed at the annual retreat:
(1)

Increase the number of minority faculty through increased
recruitment efforts
10

Increase minority faculty and staff retention
Increase the number of minority students to reflect
service area through increased recruiting activities down
to middle school level
Increase minority student retention through mentoring
(4)
programs in an effort to increase minority graduation
rates
Address the issue of the importance of community service
(5)
as a recruitment mechanism
Implement the proposed multicultural perspectives course
(6)
Create minority summer programs to increase the number of
(7)
minority students.
Provide cultural diversity workshops offered by the
(8)
(EEO) /AA) ..to faculty staff and students
Obtain funding for a Director of Minority Programs for
(9)
the College of Health and Public Affairs
(10) Increase the . level of funding for minority graduate
assistants and minority scholarships
(11) Encourage the .establishment of a University Center for
Cultural and Ethnic Diversity which would ·assist in
accomplishing the above goals.
(2)
(3)

Research Committee
The Research Committee was asked · to identify those actions
necessary to facilitate faculty research and scholarly activity,
including an assessment of faculty needs and college and university
resources available for this purpose. Their report is discussed in _.
greater detail below.
RESEARCH AND CREATIVE ACTIVITY
In the past, the research and scholarly productivity of the College
of Health and Public Affairs has been limited. This is a result of
the fact that for many years faculty hiring did not focus on the
selection of skilled researchers. When research began to receive
more attention in the university, that mission was slow to transfer
to the College of Health and was only somewhat more quickly applied
by the Colleges of Arts & Sciences and Business to the Public
Affairs departments now in the college and what is presently the
department of Molecular and Microbiology.

As recently as 1989-1990, most of the new faculty hired that year
were without doctorates. In fact, of the 12 faculty hired in 19891990, 75% had not completed their doctorates and most of these
persons had not yet initiated doctoral study. At the same time~
tenure and promotion requirements were viewed as extremely
ambiguous. It was not until 1990-1991 that the departments
unanimously agreed that the doctorate was required for tenure in
every department in the college.
Within this environment, there
11
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was little concerted effort to facilitate research by existing
faculty or to encourage and reward those faculty who were
productive.
In this context, a lack of research productivity must be viewed as
the natural result of the selection process and the incentive
system in place.
A third factor encompasses the resources
available to conduct research.
Resource needs vary considerably
from department to department, ranging from equipment to particular
expertise to broader personnel issues.
An examination of these three factors and their contributions to
the current level of productivity, yields the following college
objectives:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

to clearly identify and communicate research expectations
to hire faculty in keeping with those expectations
to assist all faculty in meeting those research
expectations and
to reward faculty, in as many ways as possible, for
scholarly and creative activity.

The preceding objectives will not be easy to accomplish, for their
attainment requires a comprehensive strategy that minimizes "mixed
messages" while at the same time recognizing the existing strengths
of the faculty. A new emphasis on research and scholarly activity
cannot be viewed as supplanting the importance of teaching, the
area of expertise for which most of the faculty were originally
hired. Instead, the emphasis must . be part of a larger understandihg
of the role of university faculty in a metropolitan research
university.
The following actions were taken during 1990-1991 to meet these
objectives.
Research Expectations.
One of the most difficult tasks to
achieve in an environment with a limited history of scholarly
activity is a clear understanding of what constitutes scholarly
activity (as opposed to service, for example) and how various
fields evaluate and weigh contributions of a scholarly nature,
e.g., the importance of text books, the significance of funded
grant proposals, the relative merit of national and regional
publications and presentations, etc.
This task is made more
difficult in an environment as diverse as that represented in the
College of Health and Public Affairs.
During 1990-1991, a number of steps were taken to facilitate a
clear and comprehensive understanding of research expectations in
the college.
(1) The review of merit criteria requested by the Provost's
office was introduced to the departments with considerable
12

discussion regarding the nature of the problem surrounding the
understanding of and evaluation of research productivity.
Each
chair was asked for input on the matter, which was discussed
repeatedly throughout the year at executive board meetings. These
discussions led to increased consensus on the basic parameters of
research matters, and greatly contributed to the development of a
college wide criteria (Figure 1) for the distribution of funds that
required demonstrated evidence of scholarly productivity for the
allocation of discretionary raise dollars.
(2) The College Faculty Affairs Committee was asked to assess
department merit criteria with an emphasis on identifying
inconsistencies from department to department sufficiently severe
as to be incompatible within a single college.
The committee
review and the extensive discussion of research issues which ensued
(because that was th~ area of greatest inconsistency) extended the
awareness of the problem beyond administrative ranks, as each
department representative served to inform his or her faculty about
issues and provide input in the broader discussion. The final
report of that committee served to emphasize the need for each
department to establish merit criteria consistent with tenure and
promotion criteria.
(3) The College Guidelines for the allocation of discretionary
funds included a generic criteria for the assessment of research
and scholarly activity.
These criteria focus on those general
matters that reflect the assessment of scholarly efforts across all
disciplines.

Faculty Hiring. Two faculty members were added to the college
during 1990-1991: one as chairperson of Public Administration and ·
one as a visiting faculty member (a replacement position) in
Nursing.
The Public Administration chairperson is widely
recognized as one of the top scholars in his field. He is expected
to make an enormous contribution to the college through his own
scholarly productivity and his ability to mentor faculty in his
department. The Nursing faculty member is an extremely promising
researcher who should make significant contributions to that
department.
The hiring of these two individuals represents a
profound redirection of the faculty selection process in the
college.
The achievement of two endowed chairs in so young a college is
a major achievement.
The General Mills cnair in Restaurant
Management and the Fish Chair in Nursing demonstrate a commitment
to scholarly excellence on the part of the gi;vers that the
departments of Hospitality Management and Nursing are eager to
fulfill. The search for the General Mills Chair will be conducted
over the next year, with significant input from the new chairperson
of that department.
These new faculty will significantly
contribute to the scholarly productivity of the departments of
Hospitality Management and Nursing.
13

Research Assistance. It is the obligation of the cqllege (as
well as the university) to provide a reasonable level of assistance
to those faculty int~rested in conducting research.
Such
assistance should be offered to veteran and novice researchers
alike, according to their diverse needs. The "reasonableness" of
this assistance is a function of the ability to identify needs and
the resources available to meet them.
To address these issues, a Research Committee was created with
representatives from each of the eight departments. This Committee
was charged with the task of identifying faculty needs regarding
research and identifying available resources within the college and
the university to meet those needs. Their final report yielded the
following results.
Coll.ege Research Needs (Summary)
(1}
(2)
(3)

Financial support for pilot projects
Laboratory space and equipment
Faculty release time for research and grant writing
(4)
Support for graduate programs
(5)
Gradu~te assistantships
(6}
Continued support in grant writing
(7)
Travel funds to support the presentation of papers
(8)
Assistance in research design and statistical analysis
(beyond the services of the Statistics Institute)
(9)
Technical support for "PC's" and software
(10) support for training non-research faculty
The Committee also identified resources within the college and the
university available to support research.
College resources
include a listing of faculty willing to mentor others regarding
research design and methodology, and manuscript preparation and the
peer review process.
A number of steps were taken during 1990-1991 to address some of
the identified needs.
(1) Support for pilot projects.
The deci~ion was made to
review the results of the 1989-1990 effort to support pilot
projects before initiating any new funding. A small pool of
funds was made available to support very explicit research
needs,
e.g., testing materials, small equipment items,
computer software, etc.
(2) The new building for HPA will provide necessary relief for
space problems. The distribution of oco funds addressed
department equipment needs. At present, each individual in the
college who wishes to have a PC has been able to obtain one;
appropriate software has also been purchased as needed. The
greatest remaining problem in the area of oco can be found in
14

the department of Molecular and Microbiology,
equipment inventory is extremely limited.

where

the

(3) Travel Funds. Within budget restraints, a small pool of
funds was made available to faculty wishing to present papers
at professional meetings.
(4) Technical support for PC's.
Several individuals in the
college have been identified who can provide assistance to
faculty who need help handling software and hardware problems.
( 5)
Assistance
in
research
design,
methodology,
and
statistics. Faculty within and outside the college who are
willing and able to assist others in this regard have been
identified.
.·
Release time for research and grant writing, support for graduate
programs, and graduate assistantships will be discussed at the
college chairpersons' retreat.
Incentive system. The College guidelines for the allocation
of discretionary funds required faculty to have achieve significant
contributions in the area of research, as ·well as effective
teaching and service, to qualify for the maximum raise.
This is
the first time in the history of any of the departments in the
college that research served, along with teaching and service, as
a performance requirement for a discretionary raise allocation.
The fact that these guidelines were unanimously adopted by the
department chairpersons demonstrates the significant progress made
in Health and Public Affairs over the last year.
In addition, funds for faculty travel were centralized in the
dean's office. Guidelines for their distribution required faculty
to present a paper to receive funds. In the past, there had been
significant variation from department to department regarding the
criteria for travel funds.
The present approach, while more
difficult to administer, ensured both equity and a more focused use
of funds.
Research Productivity
Figure 2 provides a breakdown of research and scholarly activity
within the College for 1990-1991.
It should be noted that two
thirds of the refereed publications in the college were the efforts
of faculty in one department, Hospitality Management.
Ors. Ady
Milman and Bill Quain, who serve respectively as the Research
Director of the Dick Pope Institute and the CFID(A Professor of
Convention and Meeting Planning, demonstrated levels of scholarship
in keeping with the research emphasis which led to their
appointments.

15

The remaining departments average about one national refereed
publication each.
This level of activity should serve as a base
line against which to judge future progress.

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS

Kuwait Project
Because the Persian Gul~ War devastated the University of Kuwait,
it became necessary to identify other universities where Kuwait
students could complete their studies. In no field has this search
for alternative educational sites been more critical than in the
health fields. Health care workers are desperately needed in post
war Kuwait.
UCF was selected as the site for study in the fields of nursing,.
radiologic sciences and health information systems. This selection
was the result of a proposal written by Dr. Jo Edwards, Associate
Dean of Health and Public Affairs, submitted to the University of
Kuwait.
The proposal described the nature of educational and
research opportunities at UCF, detailed the clinical placements
that Kuwait students would receive in the Central Florida area, and
provided information on all logistical aspects of the UCF project.
The timely submission of this comprehensive proposal led to the
selection of UCF over a multitude of other applicants.
The Kuwait project provides for the education of approximately
thirty undergraduates at the junior and senior levels.
Faculty
from the University of Kuwait will supplement UCF faculty to
provide instruction and supervise the curriculum.
In addition to routine coursework and collaborative research,
opportunities for social interaction and cultural exchange are
being planned. It is hoped that all UCF faculty and students, the
health care community and residents of Central Florida can benefit
from this extraordinary project.
The year long project is fully funded by the nation of Kuwait.
Vienna Project
In the Fall of 1990, Dr. Patrick Carr, Executive birector of the
E uropean Com.muni ty' s Long· T erm Care Association contac·t ed Dr. Jean ·,
1

1

Kijek, Chairperson of Nursing. He expressed interest in developing
a proposal to submit to the UN to support an international
conference on standards in long term care administration. Dr. Jo
Edwards began working on the project at Dr. Kijek's request.
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A working draft of a proposal to bring together twenty nations to
discuss, evaluate and develop plans for the implementation of
standards in long term care administration was prepared. In May of
1991, Dr. Carr visited UCF to consult on the project immediately
prior to submission of the proposal. In June, Dr. Edwards visited
the UN European Off.ice on Aging in Vienna along with Dr. Carr to
discuss the proposal that had been submitted.

The final proposal will be submitted in September. At present, it
appears that the UN will fund the project as part of its "Decade on
Aging" and recommend additional funding from the World Health
organization. The project, if funded, will result in a preliminary
meeting in March 1992 of the Ministers' of Health and chief policy
makers
of
the
involved nations,
with subsequent meetings
culminating in a formal conference within the year.
DEVELOPMENT AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS
In 1989-1990, the College of Health and Public Affairs engaged in
virtually no development activities, not even those routinely
conducted at the university, such as the annual phonathon. Given
the limited E & G funding received by the college and the dire
straits
of
the
state
economically,
this
practice
seemed
insupportable. In addition, the college was not b•nefitting from
the cornmuni ty awareness and community investment which is an
integral part of development activity.
In 1990-1991, a number of development initiatives were undertaken
in the college.
(1)
An Associate Dean and staff member began coordinating
development efforts with the University Development Council
(2)
The College worked with the University Alumni Office to
revise its record keeping to ensure that Health and Public
Affairs Alumni listings included all departments now in the
College
(3)
The College participated in the Alumni phonathon,
achieving a financial goal proportionate to that of other
colleges of UCF
( 4)
New brochures were developed for all ·O f the academic
programs that emphasized the college mission and the role of
the program in the larger community
(5)
Video tapes were developed for community relations
purposes in selected academic areas
(6)
The College conceived, developed and implemented a
campaign to raise funds for the development .- of a Physical
Therapy Program
(7)
The Social Work department began work on a development
campaign for the support of the department's MSW.
The UCF Physical Therapy Partnership has become the most successful
development campaign undertaken in health education at UCF and one
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of the most successful academic fund raising efforts at the
university. This comprehensive campaign involved multiple contacts
with local hospitals beginning with the Directors of Physical
Therapy and Rehabilita~ion Services at each facility, culminating
in a meeting(s) with the Chief Operating Officer or CEO of each
hospital.
This approach allowed information about the UCF effort
to "percolate up" so that there was a readiness to participate at
the time that the UCF proposal was made.
At this writing, the College has received written commitments for
approximately $5'00, 000. These commitments reflect contributions of
$10,000 to $15,000 per year for five years from area hospitals,
several contributions _o f $5000 annually for five years from
orthopaedic clinics and smaller facilities, and a few contributions
from interested individuals.

COLLEGE REORGANIZATION
As a new college which had grown through the accumulation of
programs rather than through the implementation of a rational, preordained plan, there were many areas of college administration
which functioned less effectively than they otherwise might. These
areas, which primarily involved budget matters and the appropriate
centralization or decentralization of responsibilities, received
close examination and careful consideration during 1990-1991.
Many changes were made to improve college operations, to provide
greater autonomy to departments on an incremental basis, while at
the same time monitoring those areas most prone to difficulty. An
existing position in the Dean's off ice was replaced with an
accountant, who assisted the associate dean for administration and
budget in the creation of an orderly process to monitor college
accounts.
The coming year will see additional decentralization in the area of
budget, to be preceded by careful consulting with department
chairpersons and office managers,
and
the
introduction of
accounting software programs in all departments.
FUTURE PLANS
Building
At the beginning of Fall 1990, the PECO list contained a proposed
building for the College of Health and Public Affairs.
The
specifications were for a building of approximately 40,000 square
feet of usable space.
Because a building of that size would be
able to house less than one half of the college, extensive efforts
were undertaken to determine with maximum efficiency the largest
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number of departments of the college that could be housed within a
single building at the lowest possible cost.
Taking into considerat;ion the quality and quantity of existing
space in the college, a proposal was formulated that called for the
inclusion in the new building of all non-lab departments in the
college.
This plan was approved by the Department of Education
early in 1991, specifying the establishment of a structure with
60,000 square feet .of usable space.

The current building plan provides an opportunity to house five
departments currently located in three different buildings under
one roof, as well as the.- new department of Physical Therapy. It is
hoped that a second building, already sited adjacent to the planned
facility, can be undertaken ·in the near future to house the
remaining depa.rtments.
-.
Department Reorganization
Efforts will be made during the coming year to plan for the
eventual split of the Department of Criminal Justice and Legal
studies into two departments.
This split is necessitated by the
differing future agenda of the two programs.
The Criminal Justice faculty will be working on the development of
a graduate program, enhancing their ties to the community, and
attempting to add faculty to the department who can contribute to
a growing scholarly agenda.
The Legal studies program will be addressing issues pertaining to
its rapid growth,
including its emerging roles as a preprofessional program and provider of service courses. Efforts will
also be made to address issues pertaining to tenure and promotion
criteria for Legal Studies faculty.

Program Planning
Program development in the college will be. achieved through efforts
to achieve the following goals:
( 1)

(2)
( 3)

(4)

(5)

Obtain accreditation for those graduate programs in
place.
Implement M.S. programs appropriate for a metropolitan
research university.
·
Identify and support potential areas of excellence in the .
college.
·
Address enrollment demand.
Direct any new resources to the support of the preceding
goals, with priority to those efforts that facilitate
multiple objectives.
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Faculty Development
Efforts to assist faculty in the pursuit of scholarly activity will
be continued. In addition, there will be a review of college and
university efforts to promote teaching effectiveness and an
assessment of those resources available on campus to faculty
interested in enhancing their teaching methods.
In this regard, it is hoped that additional funds will be made
available for the enhancement of faculty salaries. The university
is properly setting high standards for faculty performance and
efforts are being made to assist faculty in meeting those
expectations. But these efforts must be accompanied by appropriate
compensation plans if the we are to attract and retain the "best
anc the brightest" for the University of Central Florida . .

·, .
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Figure One
ADDENDUM TO
THE CRITERIA/GUIDELINES FOR DETERMINING
DISCRETIONARY RAISES
COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
1990-91
The following steps were undertaken in awarding raise
from the . discretionary raise pool for in unit faculty.

dollar~

1) Recommendations from each Chair were examined.

2) Equity iss~es·~cross Departments were then discussed, with
many faculty receiving raise dollars because their per~ormance
according. the
teacher-scholar
criteria
in comparison with
colleagues in other Deparments warranted additional amounts.
'
3) Many c}?.a~_rs recommended faculty who were outstanding in
both teaching and service categories, even though th~ir scholarly
output was limited. Nine such faculty throughout the College were
so recognized.
4) Each chair was told the tentative raise dollar amount for
each faculty member in his/her department, and was given the
opportunity to make additional suggestions or appeal any amounts.
5) Reactions from each chair were discussed, and additional
adjustments made in the raise dollar amounts recommended to the
Provost.

,•

Figure Two
COLLEGE OF HEALTII AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
RESEARCH/SCHOOL ACTIVITY : SUMMARY OF DEPARTMENTAL PRODUCTS AND
ACTIVITIES
Department:
A. . Publications
1.
Refereed Journals , National
Regional
2.
3.

B.

c.
o.

G.

0

13
2

5.

Books, university press

1

6.

Books, other press (please specify)

Other monographs

9

Presentations of papers (paper prepared) ·
1.
National conference
27

Regional conference

11

Presentations (other)
1.
National conference

3

Regional conference

5

2.

F.

Newsletters, National
Regional

2
6

Books
4.
Books, commercial press

2.

E.

Non Refereed Journals National
Regional
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Grants Funded
1.
National competition and review

3

2.

State competition and review

13

3.

Other - specify

1

Grants submitted
1.
National competition review

6

2.

State competition review

5

3.

Other - specify

2

TABLE ONE

MOLECULAR ' MICRO

9

45

3142

38

972

4-5

9

254

HEALTH SCIENCES
CARD IO

5

ML

2

9 (19*)

27

416

MRA

2

15(20*)

37

631

10(15**)

49

693

10

RAD
I

I

99
4
4389**
~-----~-~-------------------- ------- ----------------- -------- --------------

! TOTAL
I

i NURSING

15

43

231

7672

15

193

274

4542

6

I

112

3780

298

4902

I

! COMM DISORDERS
I
I

I

HOSPITALITY HGT

9

! CRIMINAL JUSTICE

7

292

5556

t LEGAL STUDIES

5

328

6200

[PUBLIC ADM

7

83

1666

lsocIAL

6

96

1521

1
I

t

I
*
**

WORK

_..,

__________
15

80
571
---------------

92

I
I
I
I
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FALL 1991
INCLUDES CORE COURSES FOR CLINICAL PROGRAMS AND SERVICE COURSES.
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